
+  Capture all voice, video and data content

+ Record presentations, meetings, conferences, 
lectures, trainings, and more 

+ Local or external storage

COLLABORATE® Pro 
               Media Collaboration—video conferencing and much more

Capture for on-demand Distribution

Cloud Video and Web Conferencing
+  25 participants can join meetings via PC, Mobile 

devices, room endpoints or by phone call 

+  User experience optimized for group collaboration 
     in a room environment.

+  Interactive whiteboarding and annotation with 
     participants located at any part of the world

+  Simultaneous processing of up to 4 video inputs
     (e.g. camera)

Audio Conferencing
+  Pro audio includes the Beamforming Mic Array 

and CONVERGE® Pro 840T mixer with built-in 
telephone interface. The combination provides 
unmatched sound, replacing 10 traditional 
microphones with twice the pickup range.* 

+  UC audio includes the popular CHAT® 150C 
speakerphone and CHATAttach®   Mic Array for 
huddle and medium-size rooms.

Video Streaming for Live Distribution
+  Capture all voice, video and data content

+  Stream presentations, meetings, conferences, 
lectures, trainings, and more on-demand or live to 
large audiences 

+  Stream via unicast or multicast

Traditional Video Conferencing
+  Full HD 1080p SIP/H.323 video conferencing 

with up to 9-way MCU 

+  Data share at 1080p from PC, via wireless or 
HDMI 

+  Record video conferences with data

+  Stream video conferences with data

Multi-user Wireless Presentation
+  Wireless presentations from your device at            

1080p—in-room or during call

+  Up to 6 presenters sharing at the same time 

+  Digital whiteboard and annotation with people in 
the same room or anywhere in the world  

     - Available soon 

+  Record presentations and collaboration sessions
*Beamforming Mic and CONVERGE Pro only for COLLABORATE Pro 900

COLLABORATE Pro is a series of  low-cost room 

appliances, with or without audio endpoints and PTZ 

cameras,  containing a flexible mix of  built-in solution 

tools for any type of  group-room collaboration, 

including: traditional video conferencing, audio 

conferencing, cloud video & web conferencing, 

recording and streaming, and wireless presentation.

These powerful tools provide a variety of  applications 

for any group activity: team collaboration, 

meeting, lecture, presentation, training, corporate 

communication, product launch, and more...



COLLABORATE Series DATA ShEET <

System

Codec appliance

PTZ camera 12X optical zoom

Audio endpoint CHAT 150C CHATAttach Mic Array
Converge® Pro 840T

Beamforming Mic Array

Conferencing and Collaboration Solutions

Traditional SIP/H.323 
videoconferencing               (4-way)            (4-way)          (4-way)

Built-in cloud video and web 
conferencing (25 users)

Built-in SkypeTM for Business 
(Feb 2017)

Multi-user wireless presentation 
(4 users)

Interactive digital whiteboarding  
(Feb 2017) 

video webinar* (Feb 2017)

Capture recording station

Live streaming 

Warranty

Support & maintenance with 
warranty

2 years free

Applications

Target workspace Huddle to medium-size rooms   Medium-size rooms Medium to large rooms

COLLABORATE® Pro Series

COLLABORATE Pro 300 COLLABORATE Pro 600 COLLABORATE Pro 900COLLABORATE Pro C300 COLLABORATE Pro C600

NEW!

NEW!
NEW!

*Video webinar may require additional license fees.
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